Categories of Translated German Fiction
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The dearth of translated literature in the English-speaking world represents a 151 new kind of iron curtain we have constructed around ourselves. We are 152 choosing to block off access to the writing of a large and significant portion of 153 the world, including movements and societies whose potentially dreadful 154 political impact on us is made even more menacing by our general lack of 155 familiarity with them. Our stubborn and willful ignorance could have-and 156 arguably, already has had-dangerous consequences. The problem starts in the 157
Anglophone publishing industry, where translated books are not only avoided 158 but actively discouraged [32] .
159
In her case study of the translation of award-winning novels, Susan Pickford 160 noted the issue of the dominance of the English language in the global marketplace: 161 ''[T]he place allotted to literature in translation in a given culture depends on the 162 relative degree of cultural dominance between the two languages.'' She also 163 commented that the costs involved in translation inhibit publishers from commis-164 sioning foreign titles: ''Increasing concentration and competition in the publishing 165 world mean that mainstream UK-US publishers are turning their backs on 166 translation, which inevitably involves costs in terms of rights acquisition and 167 translation fees, while the sales potential of translated titles is perceived as being 168 limited'' [48] . According to numbers put forth by John Thompson, an Anglophone 169 publisher must sell 5000 copies of a translated title to cover rights and translation 170 costs in addition to the regular production costs. Yet Thompson claimed that 171 translations only sell about 1500-6000 copies; he also noted that even 5000 copies 172 sold are considered niche publishing in the Anglophone world and would be written 173 off as a bitter disappointment by conglomerates [59] . 174 In Publishing Perspectives, Esther Mallm, foreign rights manager at S. Fischer 175 Verlage (Holtzbrinck), recently stated, ''One of the greatest obstacles in finding 176 partners to publish German books […] is the simple fact that very few editors read 177 German themselves so they have to rely on the opinion of a third party in order to 178 make a favorable decision'' [52] . Connie Hsu, editor at Little, Brown and Company 179 in the US, confirmed that the ''discoverability of a title'' is the problem for her: ''It's 180 hard to consider a foreign title without reading the manuscript in full, and 181 unfortunately, foreign publishers are understandably wary of investing in a full 182 translation without a guarantee of a sale'' [52] . 183 Grossman emphasizes the fact that publishers like to pretend that translations are 184 not marketable. Most English-language publishers will argue that there is no 185 demand for these translations and that ''English-language readers are put off by 186 translations'' [29]. Grossman's explanation for this phenomenon is in the form of a 187 chicken-and-egg situation: is the limited readership for translations the reason so 188 few translated books are published or is the readership limited because so few 189 translated books are published? She underlines the fact that availability and 190 visibility are key factors in determining the marketability of a product. If publishers 191 do not show interest and make translated literature available, where are the readers 192 going to find it? Peter Ayrton, the founder of the independent publisher Serpent's 193 Tail, concurred with Grossman's analysis, ''There's a general perception in the trade 194 that these books can be difficult to sell […] But what sorts of German fiction make it across the channel besides the 301 aforementioned classics, steadysellers, bestselling thrillers, fantasy novels, and 302 fiction about Nazi Germany? Katy Derbyshire, a translator specialized in German 303 fiction, recently pinpointed the gender inequality in translated fiction in the 304 Guardian, ''Translated novels by female writers are the palomino unicorns of the 305 publishing world-not just unusual, but a small subset within a subset. Not only do 306 translations make up a tiny fraction of the books brought out in the UK and US, but 307 only about a quarter of them are by women'' [15] . Contemporary German female 308 writers such as Monika Held, Karen Duve or Julia Franck have crossed the channel, 309 but as our preliminary findings show, they are few and far between. In her insightful 310 article, Derbyshire looked for reasons for this imbalance and noted that until 311 recently, novels translated from the German ''tended to be cerebral literary novels'', 312 which was often (incorrectly) associated mainly with male authors, and ''more 313 commercial or accessible writing simply wasn't crossing the language barrier'' [15] . 314 She is not the only book industry observer who has identified a recent shift in 315 content and style in translated fiction. In 2005, Carter Dougherty wrote in the New 316 York Times that the new German novel was becoming ''less weighty and more 317 exportable'', naming for instance Sven Regener or Daniel Kehlmann. ''Having 318 eschewed the traditional model of heavy, politics-laden prose in favor of light, even 319 lively storytelling, German authors are in the midst of a breakthrough that is 320 propelling their work to hitherto unfound success abroad'' [22] .
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There are a number of actors involved in this process, if indeed we can consider it 322 as a breakthrough. The German authors themselves have become active players in
